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Gain-saturated 10.9 nm tabletop laser operating
at 1 Hz repetition rate
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We report the demonstration of a gain-saturated 10.9 nm tabletop soft x-ray laser operating at 1 Hz repetition rate. Lasing occurs by collisional electron impact excitation in the 4d 1S0 → 4p 1P1 transition of nickellike Te in a line-focus plasma heated by a chirped-pulse-amplification Ti:sapphire laser. With an average
power of 1 W and pulse energy up to ⬃2 J, this laser extends the ability to conduct tabletop laser experiments to a shorter wavelength. © 2010 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 140.7240, 340.7480.

There is great interest in extending tabletop soft
x-ray lasers to shorter wavelengths for applications.
Of particular interest is the development of gainsaturated lasers that can be fired repetitively, producing the average power required for many applications. Both capillary discharges and laser-created
plasmas have been successfully used to demonstrate
gain-saturated collisionally excited tabletop lasers
that operate at wavelengths between 46.9 and
13.2 nm at repetition rates of several hertz [1–10].
However, the steep wavelength scaling of the energy
necessary to pump such lasers imposes a challenge to
the demonstration of gain-saturated high-repetitionrate lasers at shorter wavelengths. As a result, the
use of tabletop soft x-ray lasers in applications has
been limited to wavelengths above 13 nm. The shortest wavelength tabletop laser used in applications is
a gain-saturated 13.2 nm nickel-like Cd laser that
enabled the implementation of broad area microscopes with spatial resolution down to 38 nm [11].
Herein we report the demonstration of a gainsaturated
tabletop
10.9 nm
laser
in
the
4d 1S0 → 4p 1P1 transition of nickel-like Te that operates at 1 Hz repetition rate. Lasing in nickel-like Te
was first demonstrated using 520 J of laser pump energy to heat a collisionally pumped plasma [12]. More
recently gain in this transition was obtained in a
tabletop setup using 1 J pulses of 8 ps duration impinging at a grazing angle of 23 deg to heat a precreated plasma [4]. However, the output laser intensity
was weak and far from saturation, producing an insufficient photon flux for applications. Model computations conducted using a 1.5 dimension
hydrodynamic/atomic physics code developed inhouse suggest that gain-saturated lasing in the
 = 10.9 nm 4d 1S0 → 4p 1P1 transition of nickel-like
Te can be generated by irradiation of a solid Te target
with a sequence of pulses from a chirped pulse amplification laser with a total energy of less than 4 J.
Figure 1 shows the simulated evolution of the plasma
parameters and resulting gain coefficient for the
0146-9592/10/030414-3/$15.00

10.9 nm laser line. The plasma is assumed to be
created by a sequence of two 210 ps duration
prepulses with intensities of 4.8⫻ 1010 W cm−2 and
1.8⫻ 1012 W cm−2 separated by 5.6 ns, and to be subsequently transiently heated with a 5 ps FWHM duration pulse with an intensity of 9.8⫻ 1013 W cm−2
impinging at 30 deg grazing incidence. This pumping
geometry, which is inherently a traveling wave, takes
advantage of the refraction of the pump beam in the
electron density gradient of the precreated plasma to
efficiently deposit energy into a plasma density region with optimum conditions for amplification
[3–6,8–10,13]. The first laser pulse is responsible for
creating the ion density profile, and the second laser
pulse heats the plasma, ionizing 40% of the ions into
the nickel-like state over a relatively broad region
[Fig. 1(c)]. A dip in the degree of ionization develops
between the outer region where the prepulse energy
is absorbed and the target region dominated by pres-

Fig. 1. (Color online) Simulated evolution of (a) electron
temperature, (b) electron density, (c) mean degree of ionization, and (d)  = 10.9 nm gain coefficient for a Te plasma
amplifier.
© 2010 Optical Society of America
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sure ionization. The short pulse energy is coupled by
refraction into a region where the electron density is
⬃4 ⫻ 1020 cm−3 and rapidly increases the electron
temperature to ⬃600 eV [Fig. 1(a)]. This is computed
to generate a transient inversion resulting in a peak
gain of ⬃120 cm−1 with a FWHM duration of ⬃9 ps
[Fig. 1(d)]. A 3-D post-processor ray-tracing code predicts a spatially integrated gain of 64 cm−1. The experiments described below used similar excitation
conditions to demonstrate a  = 10.9 nm tabletop
nickel-like Te laser operating at a repetition rate of
1 Hz with an average power of ⬃1 W.
The experiment was conducted by rapidly heating
a 5-mm-wide solid Te slab target at the irradiation
conditions described above using a chirped-pulseamplification Ti:sapphire laser system. Three stages
of amplification were used to amplify  = 800 nm
pulses to energies up to 5.5 J before compression. After the third amplification stage the stretched pulses
have a duration of 210 ps. A beam splitter placed after the final amplification stage was used to redirect
40% of the energy into a prepulse arm used to create
a plasma with relatively smooth density gradients.
About 2% of the energy was split to create an initial
plasma that was subsequently ionized to the nickellike ionization stage by the second 210 ps duration
pulse. The two prepulses, separated by 5.6 ns, were
focused into a 30 m ⫻ 5 mm FWHM line onto the
target. The remaining 60% of the laser energy was
compressed into a 5 ps FWHM pulse in a vacuum
grating compressor constructed using dielectric diffraction gratings [14] and focused into an overlapping
line of the same dimension. The plasma emission was
filtered by a 0.3-m-thick Al foil and a 0.3-m-thick
Zr foil both with parylene support and was directed
onto a grazing incidence spectrometer consisting of a
1200 lines/mm variable-line-spaced grating and a
backilluminated CCD detector.
Figure 2 shows the measured  = 10.9 nm laser intensity as a function of time delay between the peaks
of the main prepulse and the short pulse. Strong soft
x-ray lasing was observed to take place over a relatively narrow range of excitation delays centered at

Fig. 2. (Color online) Measured  = 10.9 nm laser intensity
as a function of delay between the prepulse and short
pulse.
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200 ps. Lasing is observed to cease when the delay is
increased to 400 ps. However, further increase of the
delay results in weak lasing around 550 ps. This late
laser pulse was predicted by the simulations. It occurs when Co-like ions recombine into Ni-like ions,
indicating that the plasma is slightly over-ionized at
the time of peak laser gain.
Figure 3(a) shows a series of on-axis single-shot
spectra and their corresponding vertical integrations
for plasmas of different lengths between L = 1.8 and
5 mm. The total pump energy on the target was fixed
at 3.4 J. For a target length of 1.8 mm the 10.9 nm
laser line is very weak and has an intensity similar to
that of other plasma lines. The soft x-ray laser intensity rapidly grows with target length to dominate the
entire spectra, eventually reaching saturation. From
these spectra it was determined that for the 5 mm
target the soft x-ray laser beam divergence in the direction parallel to the target is 8.5± 1 mrad. The
measured soft x-ray laser intensity as a function of
target length is shown in Fig. 3(b). The line is a fit of
the data with an equation by Tallents et al. [15] that
takes into account gain saturation. The fit shows a
small signal gain of g0 = 45.3 cm−1 and an integrated

Fig. 3. (Color online) (a) On-axis single-shot spectra from
the Te plasma for increasing plasma column lengths from
1.8 to 5 mm. Strong lasing is observed at 10.9 nm. (b) Measured laser line intensity as a function of plasma column
length. Each data point is an average of eight laser shots,
and error bars correspond to one standard deviation.
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Fig. 4. (Color online) Sequence of  = 10.9 nm laser shots
acquired at 1 Hz repetition rate achieving an average
power of ⬃1 W.

gain length product of 14.1 at 5 mm. At about 3 mm,
the intensity starts to show signs of saturation.
Results of the variation of the soft x-ray laser pulse
energy at a laser repetition rate of 1 Hz are shown in
Fig. 4. These data were obtained pumping a
6-mm-wide Te target with 4.2 J of total laser pump
energy on target. The target was continually moved
at a speed of 200 m per second to renew the surface
irradiated by each shot. The soft x-ray laser average
power obtained was ⬃1 W. The shot-to-shot energy
variation is characterized by a standard deviation of
36%. This large variation can be explained by the
brittle nature of the tellurium target, which often
fractures locally near the edges when irradiated with
the high-energy pulses used in this experiment, affecting the subsequent laser shot. In comparison, in a
similar experiment conducted with a Ag target that
does not fracture we measured a  = 13.9 nm output
pulse laser energy variation characterized by an 8%
standard deviation. An increase in the speed at which
the Te target is moved should decrease the shot-toshot fluctuation in soft x-ray laser pulse energy. The
energy of the most intense laser pulses was estimated to be ⬃2 J from the CCD counts, taking into
account the attenuation of the filters, the grating efficiency, and the quantum efficiency of the detector.
Assuming a laser pulse duration of 4 – 5 ps and a
near-field laser spot of ⬃15 m diameter, both resulting from the 3-D postprocessor ray-trace simulation,
the laser beam intensity is estimated to reach ⬃2.5
This
exceeds
the
0.6– 1.4
⫻ 1011 W cm−2.
⫻ 1010 W / cm2 computed saturation intensity of this
line for the plasma conditions of the experiment.
In summary, we have extended gain-saturated
tabletop soft x-ray lasers down to 10.9 nm by transient excitation of a nickel-like Te plasma. To our
knowledge, this is the shortest wavelength gainsaturated tabletop laser reported to date. With an average power of ⬃1 W and pulse energies of up to
2 J, this laser will enable applications of tabletop
lasers at shorter wavelengths.
We thank Eric Gullikson for measuring the transmission of the aluminum and zirconium filters. This
work was supported by the National Science Founda-
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